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Title: David v. Senate Electoral Tribunal and Mary Grace Poe-Llamanzares

Facts:
Rizalito  Y.  David  filed  a  Petition  for  Quo  Warranto  against  Senator  Mary  Grace  Poe-
Llamanzares, questioning her qualification as a Senator on the ground of citizenship. Poe is
a foundling, discovered outside a church in Iloilo City, and her biological parents were
unknown. She was later adopted by the celebrated Filipino couple, Fernando Poe Jr. and
Susan Roces. Poe pursued an education and later married in the Philippines, then moved to
the U.S. where she was naturalized as an American citizen. Upon her father’s death, she
returned to the Philippines and decided to stay for good. She re-acquired Filipino citizenship
pursuant to Republic Act No. 9225 (Citizenship Retention and Re-acquisition Act of 2003),
renounced her American citizenship, and was appointed as MTRCB Chairperson by then-
President Aquino. Subsequently, Poe ran and won a seat in the Philippine Senate. David’s
petition sought her ouster, arguing that Poe, as a foundling, could not be considered a
natural-born Filipino citizen – a requirement for being a Senator under the 1987 Philippine
Constitution.

Issues:
1. Whether Poe is a natural-born Filipino citizen qualified to be a Senator of the Philippines.
2. Whether the Senate Electoral Tribunal committed grave abuse of discretion in dismissing
David’s Petition for Quo Warranto.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court held that Poe is a natural-born Filipino citizen and qualified to hold
office as a Senator.  The Court disagreed with the petitioner’s narrow interpretation of
citizenship predicated solely on known lineage. Instead, the Court anchored its decision on
the 1935, 1973, and 1987 Constitutions’ citizenship provisions, statutory laws, international
treaties,  and the factual  milieu surrounding Poe’s  discovery as a foundling.  The Court
applied the constitutional mandate for equal protection and found that denying foundlings
natural-born status would create an unjust and discriminatory class of citizens, contrary to
the national interest.

Issue per Issue Analysis:
1. On the issue of citizenship, the Court ruled that, based on a reasonable interpretation of
the Constitution and the overarching principles of  equal protection,  human rights,  and
interest in promoting the welfare of children, foundlings like Poe are presumed natural-born
citizens of the Philippines. The circumstances of her being found in a predominantly Filipino
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locale  and  her  physiognomy,  along  with  statistical  data  on  the  population,  led  to  the
conclusion that it is more likely than not that at least one of Poe’s parents was a Filipino,
satisfying the constitutional requirement for Senators to be natural-born citizens.

2. On the issue of grave abuse of discretion, the Court concluded that the Senate Electoral
Tribunal did not commit grave abuse of discretion in its decision upholding Poe’s natural-
born citizenship and eligibility to serve as Senator. The Tribunal exercised its mandate
within the bounds of its constitutional authority and correctly appreciated the relevant
evidence,  statutes,  and  international  laws  that  enriched  the  understanding  of  the
constitutional  provisions  on  citizenship.

Doctrine:
The Supreme Court  established a comprehensive approach in resolving the citizenship
status of foundlings in the Philippines.  It  declared that foundlings are presumed to be
natural-born  Filipino  citizens  unless  substantial  evidence  shows  otherwise.  The  Court
emphasized  that  the  Constitution  must  be  interpreted  in  a  manner  that  avoids
discrimination and promotes the well-being of children. It upheld the idea that foundlings,
like  any other  Filipino children,  deserve the State’s  protection and the opportunity  to
participate in public service.

Historical Background:
The historical context surrounding the case involves the evolution of Filipino citizenship
laws from Spanish rule, through American colonization up to the current 1987 Philippine
Constitution.  The 1935 Constitution introduced the concept  of  natural-born citizenship,
which was later refined in the 1973 and 1987 Constitutions. Laws on citizenship reflect the
country’s colonial past and the succession of constitutions mirrors the progression towards
recognizing and protecting the rights of every individual born in the country, including
foundlings.  The  ambiguity  in  the  definition  of  natural-born  citizens  as  it  pertains  to
foundlings  led  to  the  controversy  at  hand,  necessitating  a  clear  interpretation  by  the
Supreme Court.


